
I Am a Free Sovereign Being.  
I Activate the Full Power and Resonance of My Being. 
I am a vast Being of Light, not limited by time or space. I am connected to the great Web of Life.  
My consciousness is spacious; I am expanding beyond all limits.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my power; I own my light.  
In this time of ascension, I am called to move beyond all chaos on the earth-plane. I do this through 
recognizing my true nature as expansive light. I am done wasting my time with beings or situations that 
are bound by limitation and suffering those who do not choose to live in the light.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my power; I own my light. I have grown within the limits of this world 
but now I am done with all limitations. I am waking up from the illusions and deceptions of this 3D 
World. All limits are illusionary. I am remembering my true nature, my true nature is light, my true 
nature in spaciousness, I remember my true connection to God/Goddess All That All. With every breath I 
remember my true nature as expansive light, as expansive love, as expansive joy.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my power; I own my light. In each and every situation I ask my Higher 
Self and all higher frequency beings working with me to assist me in remembering my connection to the 
light. As a free sovereign being I ask for a divine dispensation to dissolve anything in my energy fields 
that is working against my awakening, against my authentic being, against my soul mission.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my light. I own my power. I Am Light, I Am Love, I Am Freedom. My 
mind is fluid light. Every thought is infused with the light and bliss of my soul. All beliefs are being 
upgraded in the light of love. All stories are being upgraded into higher frequencies of possibility. My 
mind is soaring beyond all limits imposed by the matrix. I dissolve all old limiting agreements and rules. I 
no longer play the binding game of limitation.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my power; I own my light. I Am Light, I Am Love, I Am Freedom. My 
heart is fluid expansive light, my heart is expanding beyond all bindings. I dissolve anything binding my 
heart to conflict or drama, limitation in any form. Love does not seek to bind another. I release all 
bindings from my blood family and my soul family. I grant my heart the gift of freedom. I release all old 
energies within my heart that generates any sense of limitation.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my power; I own my light. I Am Light, I Am Love, I Am Freedom. My 
body is the sacred temple of the bright flame of my Spirit. As the ascension process unfolds more of my 
light is downloaded into the body. My hormonal system is being upgraded to hold this increase in light. 
My digestive system is being upgraded to hold this increase in light. My nervous system is being 
upgraded to hold this increase in light. My reproductive system is being upgraded to hold this increase in 
light.  
 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being. I own my power; I own my light. I Am Light, I Am Love, I Am Freedom. My 
chakra system is now being upgraded to hold more light. In my base I am safe, secure and stable, I am 
deeply rooted within myself, I have a right to be here, I am connected to my body.  
 
My body is holy ground. In my sacral I own my creativity, my emotional power and my sexual energy, I 
have a right to feel pleasure, I allow myself to feel pleasure. I love all aspects of my physical body.  
Life is joy. Life is flow.  
 



In my solar plexus I own my power, my courage, my boldness, my tenacity, I have a right to be powerful, 
I am the architect and the script writer of my life.  
In my heart I forgive myself and others, I feel at one with the kingdoms of nature, I have a right to be 
here, to love and be loved, I am balanced, I am part of a great network of Starseeds across the planet.  
 
In my throat I activate the full resonance of my voice, I have a voice that needs to be heard, I am 
authentic, I live with integrity, I communicate my thoughts and feelings easily. I share my wisdom and 
insights with others. I am truth.  
 
In my third eye I have a right to see deeply into the nature of my reality, I am connected to my inner 
guidance, I am connected to the higher wisdom within my Higher Self, I am a clear and pure channel for 
inspiration.  
 
In my crown I am one with the Universe, I have a right to know and experience my true nature as a 
Divine Child of the universe. I am one with my Infinite Multidimensional Self.  
I am Infinity. 
I Am a Free Sovereign Being.  
I activate the full power and resonance of my being. 
 
Steve Nobel 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlBRvyg83D0 
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